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 of base modified 
XNAs.
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 Moreover, a limited metabolic stability, lack of 
orthogonality, and toxicity further restrict in vivo applications 
of XNAs, highlighting the need for alternative designs in this 
area.  
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Figure 3. tPhoNA as a genetic polymer. (A) 
 . 
Intermediates in the engineering process including TgoT_P 
(TgoT: L403P), TgoT_EP (TgoT_P: H147E), Tgo_EPH 
(TgoT_EP: E664H), TgoT_EPLH (TgoT_EPH: I521L) as well 
as the isolated tPhoNA synthase TgoT_EPFLH (TgoEPH: 
L408F) are shown. (B) Reverse transcription of tPhoNA to 
DNA. Both T.RT521 and K.RT521K were capable of template-
dependent DNA synthesis (green) against a chimeric tPhoNA 
template (20 nt DNA from the original synthesis primer with 39 
PMT incorporations based on TempN2), which is shown in red, 
from an RNA primer. (C) PCR amplification of the tPhoNA RT 
products was only possible when both tPhoNA synthesis and 
reverse transcription were carried out, confirming that tPhoNA 
can store and propagate genetic information. (MW: NEB Low 
molecular weight DNA ladder). (D) ATR-FTIR spectra of DNA 
(black) and tPhoNA (red) in the 1300-900 cm-1 range. Frequen-
cy changes of the (PO2
-) as from 1225-1240 to 1205 cm
-1, a 
shift of the (PO2
-) symmetric stretching mode (s) at 1085 cm
-1, 
and the (C-O) ribose stretch at 1062 cm-1 in DNA to 1074 and 
1051 cm-1 in tPhoNA can be observed as well as signal reduc-
tions at 1009 cm-1 (assigned to a ribose ring mode) and the 
characteristic ribose-phosphodiester skeletal motion mode of 
DNA at 965 cm-1. Complete spectra are shown in Figure S10. 
 
 
 
modified phosphonate internucleotide 
linkage Spe-
cifically, 3’–2’ phosphonomethyl-threosyl (tPhoNA) oligo-
nucleotides, along with 5’–3’ phosphonomethyl–
deoxyribosyl (dPhoNA) sequences as well as their DNA 
chimeras were conveniently prepared by 
solid-phase syntheses upon careful adapta-
tion of the 
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